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In

keeping with their theme, Animals Around the
World, students in the Kindergarten classroom recently did a study on turkeys as part of their unit on Flighted Friends. Flighted is a word the Kindergarten class created to describe creatures of flight. In their unit on turkeys,
students discussed various features of turkeys. The turkey
theme was incorporated into Science, Art, and Math. Students learned scientific terminology about turkeys. In art,
students created turkey crafts. For the study of mathematics, one class used the ten frame with decahedron dice to
determine the color combination of feathers for their turkeys, and another class used the hundreds chart to make a
turkey.

PBL

at

MGS

PROJECT-BASED LEARNING

N

ovember’s PBL lessons in Mrs. Abell’s
Resource Room include talking about
how students can make their community a
better place to live. They have taken a tour of
the building to discuss recycling and have
reached out to all teachers to ask them if they
would set any recyclable items outside their
classroom doors so Mrs. Abell’s students
could pick the items up and distribute to the
proper recycling spots.

As a part of their study, students learned vocabulary words
related to turkeys. Among the many vocabulary words these
students learned were the following: habitat, carnivore, omnivore, predator, and prey. Students also learned about the
terms tom, hen, Jake and Jenny.
The kindergarteners were taught how to distinguish between fiction and non-fiction in regard to information on
turkeys. As part of a family project, students were to disguise a turkey to assist the turkey in hiding from the farmer.
Using technology, students built a PowerPoint and used pictures to match features of a turkey.
Students have also studied bats and owls as part of their
study of Flighted Friends.
On Friday, December 7, 2018, Kindergarten students visited
the Rolling Hills Zoo. The purpose was to examine Flighted
Friends.
Their study of Flighted Friends is part of project-based,
multiple animal studies throughout the year. The goal is for
each student to become an animal expert on one animal
from around the world.

IT’s a
Project-Based
World

students have
been busy
working on their project Acorns to
Oaks. The objective of their project,
Acorns to Oaks, is to help the students connect with their families
and the community. On Wednesday, October 17, 2018, the students
1st graders and their
met at the Golden Wheel. SevenOak Buddies make a
teen community members, oak budChristmas Tree Art Project
dies, joined the students in this initial meeting. Students read an introFirst Grade Students Meet with Community Members
ductory letter to their oak buddy and interviewed them to learn more about them. Students also read
books to their oak buddy and played sight word tic-tac-toe.
Hands-on Activity:
Before leaving, the oak buddies left contact information for
 LOXIC-Liquid Oxygen Ice Cream: (Schools supply milk and
future communications and were invited to attend the next
cream.) Space is cold! And so is liquid oxygen! Learn about the
meeting on October 24, 2018.

liquid that helps power rockets and enjoy a tasty treat at the end!

Eight oak buddies attended the second meeting on October
24, 2018, in the MGS Library. Before the meeting began, the
instructional staff visited with the oak buddies, to share the
expectations for the meeting and to sign a confidentiality
agreement. After meeting with the students in the Library, the
oak buddies were divided into three groups to continue working in the First Grade classrooms. First Grade students took
turns reading books with their oak buddy. For future meetings,
the oak buddies will return to the same classroom on every 4th
Wednesday of the month.
The First Grade had their third meeting for Acorns to Oaks on
Wednesday, November 28, 2018, at MGS. First Grade acorns
and their oak buddies from the community enjoyed creating a
Christmas tree art project together. The Christmas tree art
will be used for decorations at the Christmas program on December 10, 2018. Everyone enjoyed visiting with their buddies
while coloring. The First Grade was very excited to have three
new community members join them for this session.
The next session with the oak buddies is Wednesday, December 12, 2018, at 2:30 PM in the music room. First Grade acorns
will perform their songs from the Christmas program and will
enjoy treats with their oak buddies afterward.

is fortunate to have the services of the Kansas
Cosmosphere to assist them in PBL. The Dane G.
Hansen Foundation awarded a grant to the Kansas Cosmosphere to fund outreach presentations
to schools in Northwest Kansas, and MGS is taking advantage of
this program. At this point, the Fourth Grade students have had the
opportunity to attend three sessions through the Cosmosphere.
Each session begins with a Presentation on the concept which then
leads to a hands-on lesson. Following is a list of the dates and a
description of the presentation and the hands-on activity for each
date.
October 19, 2018
Presentations:
 Living in Space: Sleeping, eating and going to the bathroom in
space. Learn what it it’s like to live in space and see astronaut
food.

October 31, 2018
Presentation
 Forces of Flight: Discover what it takes to leave the ground and
fly through space; an exploration of the forces of flight.
Hands-on Activities
 Engineering by Design Challenge: Apply the Engineering by
Design Process to practice problem-solving and critical thinking
skills. Students
participated in the
Marshmallow challenge. Using a
paper cup, string,
tape, and three
small marshmallows, students
were to design a
way to keep the big
marshmallow in the
cup during flight.

 Foam Plate Gliders: Students explored the principles of
flight by creating their own foam plate gliders.
November 19, 2018
Presentation
 It’s Not Rocket Science—Oh wait maybe it is! Students take a
trip back in time to the 1930s lab of Dr. Robert Goddard, the father of modern rocketry. This interactive show—packed with
some explosive surprises—uses live demonstrations on a journey
through the history of rockets. Viewers are warned not to try
these experiments at home!
Hands-on Activity
 Air Rockets: Rocket science sounds hard, but in reality, there
are basic principles that govern our space-faring machines. Learn
about some of the basics with an interactive air rocket activity.

 Grade 4 is sharing this program with other grades as the program
will host two grade levels at one time. The Third Grade joined the
Fourth Grade for the presentation on October 19th. The Fifth
Grade participated in the program on October 31 st. On November
19, 2018, the First Grade students were invited to attend the
presentation.

